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cation. . . . . . . . . . 
This invention relates to devices to be em 

platen. . ' . . . 

With these and other objects in view, the 
ciated feeding and driving devices, the whole. 
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To all chon, it may concern: 
Beit known that I, John H. SHECKLER, a 

citizen of the United States, residing in Chi 
cago, in the county of Cook, and State of 
Illinois, have invented certain new and use ful. Improvements in Type-Writing Ma 
chines, of which the following is a specifi 

ployed in conjunction with typewriting mal 
chines, for feading loose sheets, such as en 
velops, telegraph blanks, and the like, auto; 
matically fron a magazine, to and across the 
impression Zone on a platen, by the applica 
tion of the usual means for rotating. Such 

invention consists of a magazine, with aSSo 

contained in one structure adapted to be quickly and easily placed in position upon a 
typewriting machine Securely and opera 
tively supported thereon, and removed there 
from with equal facility. The magazine 
may contain a large number of loose sheets, 
which are spring pressed therein toward 
feed rollers, which latter are adapted, in 
their rotation, to pick off in a sliding ac 
tion, the forward sheet with which they are 
in contact, and to deliver said sheet down 
wardly over the forward dowiiwardly-in 
clined lip or edge of the magazine floor; it 

Specification of Letters Patent, 

being found by me that under this system of 
delivery, the rolliers having highly sensitive 
and efficient friction surfaces, the sheets be 
hind the one being removed, are not dis 
turbed at the time of such removal. 
The invention further includes the various 

adjustment and guard devices, as well as 
the novel drive mechanism, alli as will be 
particularly described in the specification 
and pointed out in the claims, 
Other features and advantages will here 

inafter appear. . - 
in the accompanying drawings, Figure 

is a front perspective view of my improved 
magazine and feed device for loose sheets as 
operatively mounted on the carriage of a 
typewriting machine. Fig. 2 is a rear, per 
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spective view of said device. Fig. 3 is a 
vertical section taken on the line 3-3 of 
Fig. 2, but showing the front bail as swung 
to render the feed inoperative. Fig. 4 is 
a vertical section taken on the line 4-4 of 
Fig. 1. . - 
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The invention is shown as applied to a 
typewriting machine of the usual Under 

9. 

wood type, wherein a platen 1 is mounted on 
a shaft 2, ournaled in bearings on a platen 
frame 3, which is moved along the printing 
point of the type 4, by a carriage 5, the 
platen frame being included in, or forming 
part of, said carriage. At the end of each 
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line of writing, the carriage 5 is returned to . 
the starting point by means of a lever 6, 6 
mounted on the said carriage, which lever, 
is also adapted to rotate or line-space the 
platen, by driving back a plunger or slide. 

'7, thereby operating a pawl 8 carried by said 
slide, to feed a ratchet or line-space wheel 70 
9 that is fast on the platen shaft 2. 
The paper or work-sheets 10 are support 

ed in arearwardly-inclined vertical stack in 
11, side wings or walls. 12, and a base is 75 
which base, while being slightly uptilted in . 
a magazine composed of a rear-frame wall 

its forward extension from rear. wall 11 to 
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form a normally retaining support, for the 
sheets 10 placed edgewise thereon, is pro 
vided, toward its forward edge, with a 80 
downward, inclination on lips 13, to slightly..." 
advance the lower edge of the forward. 
sheet, and to enable said forward sheet to 
be slipped thereover in the feeding operation. 
to be described hereinafter. The said stack, : of sheets 10 is impelled forwardly toward. 
frictional feed rolls 14, mounted on a shaft 
15. that is journaled in bearings therefor in . 
the side wings 12, by means of an auxiliary 
rear frame 16, lying between the wall 1.9 
and the rear surface of said stack of sheets, 
said frame 16 having upwardly-extending. 

in bent fingers 16, arms 16, terminating 

90 

entered in slots 11 in the frame 11, to effect 
a hinge-like removable connection. Se 
cured to said frame 11 are a number of . springs 17, two of these springs being shown . . 
in the drawings, said springs extending 
downwardly from their points of connec 
tion to a point near the lower end of the 0. 100' 
auxiliary frame 16, where they exert, out 
ward pressure against said frame 16, there. . . 
by causing said frame to force the stack of . . . 
sheets against the feed rolls 14 with the ". . requisite degree of pressure. 105 
- The loose sheets of the stack contained in 
the magazine aforesaid, are held from fall 
ing forwardly out of said magazine, by 
means of a vertical arm 18 arranged at the 
back of frame 11, and having vertically slid O 
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ing movement on said frame through lugs 
18 on said arm engaging in a vertical slot 
11b in frame 11. Said arm 18 extends up 
wardly to an adjusted position, where its 
forwardly and downwardly bent finger 18 
will be in front of the upper margins of the 
sheets in the magazine, and said arm is re 
tained or set in that adjusted position by 
means of a wing-screw 11°, threaded into 
frame 11, through a vertical slot 189 in said 
The sheets 10 are fed downwardly toward 

the platen by the rolls 14, of which two are 
shown in the drawings, each being provided 
with frictional surfaces. Of course, the par 
ticular number of feed rolls is unimpor 
tant, excepting with regard to the uniform 
ity of the frictional drag they apply to 
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the sheets, and for this purpose, they may 
be employed in suitable number and loca 
tion. To enhance their serviceability, the 
rolls 14 are provided with a peripheral sur 
facing of frictional material, and in the 
example shown, I have indicated at 14, a 
number of corrugated bands as placed 
frictional contact with the forward surface 
of the front sheet 10 in the magazine. 
Under the frictional arrangement re 

ferred to the rotation of the rolls 14, clock 
wise in Fig. 4, will cause the forward sheet 
10 to be fed downwardly from the stack, 
passing, as shown in Fig. 4, between the 
down-turned lip 13 of the base 13 and said 
rolls, and being guided thence to the platen 
and its feed rolls 28, by forwardly-depend 
ing guide fingers 19, which extend from a 
front bar 19 connecting the wings 12, and 
by the usual paper shelf or table 20, upon 

40 which latter the magazine may be mounted. 
In the example shown, where the table 20 
has the upper beaded or hooked edge 21, the 
lower rear edge of the frame 11 may have 
hook-like lugs 11, to straddle said beaded 
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edge and thus effect a locking engagement 
with said table. 
The magazine is otherwise removably con 

nected to the typewriting machine by a 
rod 22, passed through a support or lateral 
extension 12 of one of the side wings 12 of 
the magazine frame, said extension 12 be 
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ing supported in a lower plane than base 
13 by a connecting web 12. Said rod 22 
has a hook 22 at its lower end for engage 
ment with a rod 23 or other member on 
the platen frame. The rod 22, above ex 
tension 12 has a thread to receive a knurled 
nut 22, whereby it may be drawn tautly 
for firm connection of the magazine to the 
platen frame, or released for convenient re 
moval thereof. 

It will be understood that the weight of 
the magazine and its associated parts, is 
carried by one of the end members of the 
platen frame, the extension 12 fitting there 

be rocked to the position shown in Fig. 
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on, and having depending flanges 12° to secure it in position. 
The extension 12 has an upstanding arm 

12, to which is connected, at 12°, a friction 
wheel 24, which may have a corrugated 
band of rubber 24 about its periphery as 
frictional surfacing, to be in contacting re 
lation with the peripheral surface of platen 
1, and to derive rotating movement from 
said platen. The movement thus received 
by wheel. 24 is communicated thereby, to 
a friction wheel 25, which may be simi 
larly equipped, said wheel 25, being mounted 
on shaft 15, serving to drive said shaft and 
the rolls 24 carried thereby. 
The feeding operation of the paper sheets 

to the platen will be well understood from 
the foregoing description. The surface 
speeds of the rolls "14 and the platen may 
be equal, to synchronize their action. 
Should the degree of frictional contact be 
tween wheel 24 and the platen require varia 
tion, this may be accomplished by tighten 
ing or loosening the nut 22, when a slight 
fall or rise is obtainable, because an elastic about said rolls, said bands 14 being in packing 26 is interposed between the exten 
sion 12 and the platen frame on which it is supported. 
A bail or cam 27, having bent arms 27 

at its ends, is pivoted by right angular ex 
tensions of those bent arms, in the opposite 
side Wings 12 of the magazine, said bail 
lying across the front of the paper sheets 
10, to normally serve as a front guard there 
for. Said bail 27 has a handle 27 at one 
end, and by turning the handle, the bail may 

3. 
in which position said bail cams or applies 
pressure against the paper sheets, moving 
their lower edges back over the base 13, 
and removing their forward surface from 
contact with the friction rolls 14, the de vice thus becoming inoperative. 
It will be noted that no other fixed con 

nections are employed in attaching the 
magazine apparatus to a typewriting ma 
chine, and the means for removably securing 
said apparatus to the carriage are of the 
simplest character possible. Also, it should 
be noted that the magazine frame work, 
including the mounts and supports for the 
operative parts, may be composed of sheet 
metal, and, as illustrated in the example in 
the drawings, may be stamped, or formed 
out of a single sheet, thereby making for 
economy in construction, besides giving the qualities of strength and lightness. 
Variations may be resorted to within the 

scope of the invention, and portions of the 
improvements may be used without others. 
Eying thus described my invention, I 
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1. In a typewriting machine, the combina tion of a traveling carriage; a revoluble 
w platen Knounted in said carriage: pressure 8. 
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rolls co-acting with 'said platen; a paper 
table for guiding work-pieces between said 
pressure rolls and said platen, said table 
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having a beading along its upper edge; a 
sheet magazine located above said paper 
table; means for consecutively feeding 
sheets from said magazine to said platen; 
and retaining means engaging said bead 
ing to hold said magazine in position. 

2. In a typewriting machine, the combina 
tion of a traveling carriage; a revoluble 
platen mounted in said carriage; pressure 
rolls co-acting with said platen; a paper 
table for guiding work-pieces between said 
pressure rolls and said platen, said table 
having a beading along its upper edge; a 
sheet magazine located above said paper 
table; means for consecutively feeding 
sheets from said magazine to said platen; 
retaining means engaging Said beading at 
the rear of Said magazine; and a support for 
the front of said magazine, said retaining 
means and said support serving to hold said magazine in position. 

3. In a typewriting machine, the combina 
tion of a traveling carriage, a revoluble 
platen carried thereon, pressure rolls co-act 
ing with said platen, a paper table for guid 
ing work-sheets between said pressure rols 
and Said platen, a sheet magazine supported 
at its rear on the upper edge of said paper 
table, a foot supporting said paper table at 
its front, and means interlocking with the 
paper table at the rear of the magazine, to 
prevent the latter from sliding toward the 
front or the rear of the machine, said foot 
being provided with means to prevent end 
wise movement of the said magazine along 
the paper table. . . . . 

4. In a typewriting machine embodying 
a carriage provided with a paper shelf havs. 
ing a bead on its upper edge, the combina 
tion of a work-feeding magazine: located 
above said shelf; a depending extension on 
said magazine engaging one of the end mem 
bers of the carriage, to support, the maga 
Zine and prevent endwise movement there 
of relatively to said carriage; and retaining 
hooks secured to the rear portion of said 
magazine and engaging said bead of the magazine. 

5. In a typewriting machine embodying a 
carriage provided with a paper shelf hav 
ing a bead On its upper edge, the combina 
tion of a work-feeding magazine located 
above said shelf; a support on said maga 
Zine engaging said carriage, to prevent end 
wise movement of said magazine relatively to said carriage; retaining hooks secured 
to said magazine and engaging $aid bead; 
and means acting conjointly with said 
said magazine. 
hooks, when so engaged, to prevent tilting of 

6. In a typewriting machine, embodying 
a carriage provided with a paper shelf, the 

feeding operation, : . . . . . . 
9. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 

bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
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combination of a work-feeding magazine lo 
cated above said shelf; a depending exten 
sion on Said magazine resting on one of the 
end members of said carriage, to support the 
magazine and prevent endwise movement 
thereof relatively to said carriage; retaining. 70 
means on the rear portion of said magazine 
for engagement with said shelf; and a hook. 
end member, said hook connection acting 
connection between said extension and said, 

75 conjointly with said retaining means, when 
so engaged, to prevent tilting of said maga 
Zine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

7. In a typewriting machine embodying a 
platen frame and platen, the combination of 
a work-piece magazine disposed above said 
frame and provided with a depending ex 
tension, said extension having a horizontal 
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portion fitting over and connected to the ad 
jacent end member of the frame to support 85 said magazine, and an upstanding arm on 
said horizontal portion; a gear rotatably 
mounted on said arm and in contact with 
said platen to be driven thereby; a horizon 
tal shaft journaled in said magazine above 90 and parallel with said platen; devices se 
cured to said shaft to feed the work-pieces 
from said magazine; and a gear secured to 
said shaft and contacting with the first 
named gear to be driven thereby. 

8. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to contain. 
a stack of work-pieces, and means for feed 
ing the work-pieces therefrom; of means for 
moving said stack of work-pieces, while in 
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100 the magazine, bodily out of the range of ac 
tion of said feeding means, to interrupt, the 

tain a stack of work-pieces, and feeding 

other side of said stack of work-pieces, while 
in the magazine, for moving it bodily out of 
the range of action of said feeding means, to 
interrupt the feeding operation. 

10. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a stack of work-pieces, and means for 
feeding the Work-pieces therefrom; of cam 
means for moving said stack of work-pieces 
bodily out of the range of action of said 
feeding means, to interrupt the feeding op 
eration. . . . . 

11. In a work-feeding apparatus, the 
combination, with a magazine adapted to 
contain a stack of work-pieces, and means 
for feeding the work-pieces therefrom; of a 
pivotally-mounted member for moving said 
stack of Work-pieces bodily out of the range 

05. 

means operative upon one side of the stack of 
work-pieces; of means operative upon the 
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of action of said feeding rheans, to interrupt the feeding operation. 
12. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 

bination, with a work-piece magazine, and isu 



a. 
stair 

feeding means for the work-pieces, therein; 
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13. In a work-feeding 
combination, with a work-piece magazine, 
and feeding 

of such 

of a bail pivoted to said magazine for mov 
ing said work-pieces out of the range of 
action of said feeding means, to interrupt 
the feeding operation. 

means for the work-pieces 
therein; of a bail pivoted to said magazine 
for moving said work-pieces out of the range 
of action of said feeding means, to interrupt 
the feeding operation, said bail having one 
end extended beyond said magazine and 
bent to form an operating handle. 

14. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a stack of work-pieces, and means for 
feeding the stack of work-pieces bodily 
therefrom; of means normally forcing said 
work-pieces into position to be acted upon 
by said feeding means; and means operative 
in opposition to the last-named means for 
forcing said stack of work-pieces bodily out 

position, to interrupt the feeding 
operation. 

15. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
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tain a stack of work-pieces, and means for 
feeding the work-pieces therefrom ; of a 
spring-controlled follower normally forcing 
said stack of work-pieces bodily into posi 
tion to be acted upon by said feeding means; 
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and means operative in opposition to the 
action of said follower for forcing said stack 
of work-pieces bodily out of such position, 
to interrupt the feeding operation. 

16. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a stack of work-pieces, and frictional 
work-feeding rolls therein; of a manually 
operated cam device for forcing said stack 
of work-pieces bodily away from said rolls, 
to interrupt the feeding operation. 

17. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a stack of work-pieces, and frictional 
work-feeding rolls therein; of a manually 
operated bail pivoted to said magazine for 
forcing said stack of work-pieces bodily 

apparatus, the . 
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away from said rolls, to interrupt the feed ing operation. 
18. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 

bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a vertical stack of work-pieces, said 
magazine having an open front, and a mov 
able stack-supporting frame located at the back of the magazine; of work-feeding. 
means projecting into said magazine; Spring 
means for forcing said frame and stack for 
ward, to move the foremost workpiece into 
position to be acted upon by said feeding 
means; and a movable member extending 
across the front of said magazine for forcing 
said stack and frame rearward in opposition 
to said spring means, to move the stack out 
of the range of action of said feeding means 
and thereby interrupt the feeding operation. 

19. In a work-feeding apparatus, the corn 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a vertical stack of work-pieces, said 
magazine having an open front, and a mov 
able stack-supporting frame located at the 
back of the magazine; of work-feeding rolls 
projecting into said magazine; spring means 
for forcing said frame and stack forward, 
to move the foremost work-piece into posi 
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tion to be acted upon by said feeding rolls; , 
and a movable member extending across the 
front of said magazine for forcing said stack 
and frame rearward in opposition to said 
spring means, to move the stack out of the 
range of action of said feeding rolls and 
thereby interrupt the feeding operation. . . 

20. In a work-feeding apparatus, the com 
bination, with a magazine adapted to con 
tain a stack of work-pieces, and means for 
feeding the work-pieces therefrom; of 
means normally forcing said stack of work 
pieces bodily into position to be acted upon 
by said feeding means; and cam means 
operative in opposition to the last-named 
means for forcing said stack of work-pieces 
bodily out of such position, to interrupt the 
feeding operation. 

JOHN H. SHECKLER. 
Witnesses: 

F. A. RoRIN soN, 
H. L. BRIDGEs. 
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